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World war i vocabulary worksheet

See also: カ, 九 丸 Order of Strokes See Pictures radical 19 ⼒⼒ (radical 19, ⼒+0, 2 strokes, cangjie input⼫ (KS), four-corner 40027, composition ⿻ ⼃) Derived characters[edit] Descendants[edit] See also [edit] References[edit] KangXi: page 146, Character 5 Dai Kanwa Jiten: character 2288 Dae Jawe on page
327, character 31 Hanyu Da Zidian (first edition): Volume 1, page 364, character 4 Unihan data for U+529B Chinese [edit] simp. and trad. ⼒ form �⿻⼒⼂ origin of Glyph[edit] Pictogram (象形) – an alternative interpretation, either arm bending from the side of the body or wooden pable. Etymology [edit] By Proto-Sino-
Tibetan *k-ra (Power; Win; Classifier for People) + *-k (STEDT; Schuessler, 2007). Cognac with Burmese အား (and:, strength; strength); Proto-Loloish *ra² (strength) when Sichuan Yi � (we); North Bai [script needed] (ɣɯ̱啦², strength); Central Bai hhep (force). Schuessler (2007) also suggests an etymological connection
with the 啦 (OC*m·rɯːɡ, to come). Pronunciation[edit] Note: lì - literary; sā̤ - vocabulary. Min Dong (Fuzhou) Bàng-uâ-cê: lсk Sinological IPA (key): /l啦i啦/ Min Nan Note: la̍t - vocabulary; le̍k/lia̍k - literary. Wu (Shanghainese) Wiktionary: liq (T5) Sinological IPA (key): /li啦¹¹²/ Xiang (Changsha) Wiktionary: li6 Sinological IPA
(key): /li²啦/ Old Chinese (Baxter–Sagart): /*k.r啦k/ (Zhengzhang): /*rɯɡ/ Baxter–Baxter–Sagart System 1.1 (2014) Character ⼒ Reading #1/1 ModernBeijing (Pinyin) lì MiddleChinese ‹ lik › OldChinese /*k.r啦k/ English Force Notes for old Chinese notations in Baxter-Sagart system: * Brackets () indicate an uncertain
presence; * Square brackets [] indicate an uncertain identity, e.g. * Angular brackets &lt;&gt; denote infix; * Hyphen - denotes the border of morphine; * Period . indicates the syllable of the border. Zhengzhang System (2003) Character ⼒ Reading #1/1 No. 7854 Phonetic Folder ⼒ Rimegroup 職 Rimesubdivision 0
CorrespondingMC rime ⼒ OldChinese /*rɯɡ/ Definitions[edit] ⼒ Synonyms[edit] edit 啦啦 (zuòyòng能) g 性能 (xìngnéng) 啦能/啦能 (jīnéng) edit Japanese Wikipedia has an article o:⼒Wikipedia ja ⼒(Grade 1 Kyōiku kanji) Reading [edit] Etymology 1[edit] Kanji in this term ⼒ ちからGrade: 1 kun'yomi from the old
Japanese. A compound of old Japanese elements (chi, power, life force, essence) + から (kara, from). Kun'yomi(Tokyo) ちから [chìkáráꜜ] pronunciation [edit] [1][2]IPA(key): [t͡ ɕi̥ka̠ɾa̠] Noun[edit] ⼒(ちから • (ちから chikara) Derived terms[edit] Correct noun[edit] ⼒(ちから) • (Chikara) male first name surname Etymology
2[edit] Kanji in this term ⼒ From central China ⼒ (lik). Goon reading, so likely initial loans. Compare modern Cantonese reading to lik6. [edit] On'yomi: Goon(Tokyo ⼒ ríꜜkì) ⼒ 学(がく), ⼒(&⼠⼆⾺(&<3> <4>)⼒(&quotば;rikigaku, rikishi, nibarikipower studies (dynamics), strength person (sumo wrestler), two horsepower
Noun [edit] ⼒ (啦啦) • (riki) Derived terms [edit] Etymology 3 [edit] ] Kanji in this term ⼒ょくGrade: 1 kan'on From central Chinese ⼒, but apparently from a different source of dialect or at a different time than ⼒ (lik). Kan'on reading, so likely later borrowing. Compare the refurbished Central China reading /li啦k/ or
Korean reading ryeok. It is found only in compounds and idioms in modern Japanese. pronunciation[edit] On'yomi: Kan'on Afix[edit] ⼒(&ょく) • (ryoku) force, power ⼒(ょく)争(そう),権(啦啦)⼒(ょく)ryokusō, kenryokustrength struggle (hard fight), right power (authority) Derived expressions[edit] References[edit] From
Central Chinese ⼒ (MC lɨk̚). Perhaps more precisely from the late central ⼒ (LMC * li啦啦k). [edit] (CS Standard / Soul) IPA (key): [ɾjʌ̹k̚/jʌ̹k̚] Hanja [edit] Korean Wikisource has texts containing hanja: ⼒ Wikisource ⼒ (eumhun 힘, South Korea 힘 역 (ho yeok)) Hanja form? /역 (strength; power supply). Compounds [edit]
References [edit] 啦啦퇴啦북啦 (國啦溪學會 啦邱慶啦⽀部) (2007). Hanja Digital Dictionary, 啦/啦典. [2] Vietnamese[edit] Han character[edit] ⼒: Hán Vi啦t reading: l啦c (林(lâm)啦(tr啦c)啦(thi啦t))[1][2][3] ⼒: Values: sức[1][3][4], l啦c[2][3], s啦c[3][4], st[3][4], r啦c[1] Hán t啦c (physical strength). Nôm form sức (force; power
supply). References[edit] Is not what you want? Try other words of similar meaning, fewer words or just one word. Enter your email below, and get automatic notification when results for strength and honor are added or updated... Buy the power and honor of calligraphy walls go through here! Customize your own Project
Strength and Honor by clicking the button next to your favorite Title Strength and Honor below... Strength and honor ⼒と名譽 is, strength and honor in Japanese Kanji (with one Hiragana). The first Kanji is understood to be a force, a force, or a force. The second character is the connecting particle as a or s. The last two
Kanji means honor, honor, credit, or prestige. This last word is also used in the Code bushido to signify honor. Strength and honor ⼒量與榮譽 is, strength and honor in Chinese. The first two characters are usually understood as (physical) strength can also mean strength or strength. The middle character is the
connecting particle as a. The last two characters are a way of saying honor, but they can also be seen as honorable reputation, honorable, or fame. The following table can be useful for those who study Chinese or Japanese... Name CharactersRomaji (Romanized Japanese)Various forms of romanized Chinese power
and honor⼒と名譽⼒と名誉chikara na mei yochikaratomeiyo Sila and honor⼒量與榮譽⼒量与荣誉lì liàng yǔ róng yùli 4 liang4 yu3 rong2 yu4li liang yu rong yuliliangyurongyuli liang yü jung yüliliangyüjungyü In some of the items above you will see that the characters have different versions above and below the line. In
these cases, the characters above the line are Traditional Chinese, while the ones below are Simplified Chinese. Lookup Strength and Honor in my Japanese &amp; Chinese Dictionary Successful Chinese Character and Japanese Kanji calligraphy searches within the last few hours... All our calligraphy wall coils are
handmade. When the calligrapher completes the creation of your drawing, it is taken over by my art assembly workshop in Beijing, where the wall scroll is made by hand from a combination of silk, rice paper and wood. After we create a wall scroll, it takes at least two weeks to deliver air mail from Beijing to you. Leave for
a few weeks for delivery. Rush service speeds it up in a week or two for $10! When you select calligraphy, you'll be able to get to a different page where you can choose different custom options. Check out my lists of Japanese Kanji calligraphy wall scrolls and old Korean Hanja calligraphy wall scrolls. Some people may
refer to this record as the strength and honor of Kanji, strength and honor of characters, strength and honor in Mandarin Chinese, strength and honor of characters, strength and honor in Chinese writing, strength and honor in Japanese writing, strength and honor in Asian writing, strength and honor Ideograms, Chinese
strength and honor symbols, strength and honor Hieroglyphs, strength and Honor Glyphs , strength and honor in Chinese letters, strength and honor of Hanzi, strength and honor in Japanese Kanji, strength and honor pictograms, strength and honor in Chinese Written-Language, or strength and honor in Japanese



Written-Language.177 people have sought strength and honor in Chinese or Japanese in the past year. Strength and honor last sought by someone else on November 25, 2020 Is that what you want? Try other words of similar meaning, fewer words or just one word. Enter your email below, and get automatic notification
when results for strength and courage are added or updated... Buy the strength and courage of calligraphy walls go through here! Customize your own Project Strength and Courage by clicking the button next to your favorite title Strength and Courage below... Strength and courage Although not typical Chinese this is
how to write strength and courage. If this is an important idea for you, we can make you a great Chinese power and the courage of scrolling stood. Strength and Courage This may not be the most common Japanese phrase, but it is how to write strength and courage or power and bravery in Japanese.Courage and
Strength 勇⼒ is a very short way to say courage and strength in Chinese and Japanese. In Japanese, it's more than strong courage or strong courage. It can also be the personal name of Yuri or Yuuri in Japanese. The following table can be useful for those who study Chinese or Japanese ... Name CharactersRomaji
(romanized Japanese)Various forms of romanized Chinese strength and courage⼒量the 勇氣⼒量勇啦lì liàng hey yǒng qìli4 liang4 he2 yong3 qi4li liang he yong qililiangheyongqili liang ho yung ch'ililianghoyungchili liang ho yungyung chi Strength and courage⼒と勇氣⼒と勇気riki na yu kirikitoyuki Courage and strength
勇⼒yuu ri / yuuri / yu ri / yuriyǒng lì / yong3 li4 / yong li / yongliyung li / yungli In some of the items above you will see that the characters have different versions above and below the line. In these cases, the characters above the line are Traditional Chinese, while the ones below are simplified Chinese. Below are some
items from our dictionary that can match your strength and courage to search... CharactersIf it's displayed, the second line is Simp. Chinese pronunciationRomanization Simple dictionary Definition 勇⼒see styles yǒng lì / yong3 li4 yung li yuuryoku / yuryoku / ゆうょく More info &amp; calligraphy: Courage and strength
of courage and strength of courage; (personal name) Yuuri 筋⾻see styles jīn gǔ / jin1 gu3 chin to kinkotsu;sujibone / 啦つ;啦じぼね muscles and bones; physique; strength; courage (1) muscles and bones; body building; physique; (2) (only the じぼね) (see 軟⾻‧1) cartilage (2) (onomatopoeic or mimetic word)
vigorously; vigorously; (works hard); enthusiastically; (adv,adv-to,vs) (3) (onomatopoeic or mimetic word) convex (muscles); welling up (strength, courage, etc.) (adv,adv-to) (2) (onomatopoeic or mimetic word) vigorously; vigorously; (works hard); enthusiastically; (adv,adv-to,vs) (3) (onomatopoeic or mimetic word) convex
(muscles); welling up (strength, courage, etc振 the 振絞る;振ぼる;振絞るse styles of furishibor/ ふぼる (transitive verb) used to the fullest (one voice, energy, etc.); to the recovery of all (his strength, courage, etc.); summon everyone; fully developed; to strain (one's voice) Lookup Strength and Courage in my Japanese
&amp; Chinese Successful Chinese character and Japanese Kanji calligraphy search in the last few hours ... All our calligraphy wall coils are handmade. When the calligrapher completes the creation of your drawing, it is taken over by my art assembly workshop in Beijing, where the wall scroll is made by hand from a
combination of silk, rice paper and wood. After we create a wall scroll, it takes at least two weeks to deliver air mail from Beijing to you. Leave for a few weeks for delivery. Rush service speeds it up in a week or two for $10! When you select calligraphy, you'll be able to get to a different page where you can choose
different custom options. Check out my lists of Japanese Kanji calligraphy wall scrolls and old Korean Hanja calligraphy wall scrolls. Some people may refer to this record as kanji strength and courage, strength and courage of the character, strength and courage in Mandarin Chinese, strength and courage of the
character, strength and courage in Chinese writing, strength and courage in Asian writing, strength and courage ideograms, Chinese strength and courage symbols, strength and courage hieroglyphs, strength and courage of Glyphs , Strength and courage in Chinese letters , Strength and Courage Hanzi, Strength and
Courage in Japanese Kanji, Strength and Courage Pictograms, Strength and Courage in Chinese Writing, or Strength and Courage in Japanese Writing.67 People have sought strength and courage in Chinese or Japanese in the past year. Strength and courage were last sought by someone else on 9 October 2020
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